Olympic Games 2020 Tokyo, Tokyo (JPN)
Criteria for the Selection of the GTR Judges

Rules for all judges nominated
• One judge per NOC
• No current Federation President or Secretary General at time of nomination through the end of the 2020 Olympic Games Tokyo
• No Warning Letter or Sanction during current cycle
• Difficulty judges and CJP must be Category 1
• Execution judges must be Category 2 or higher

Evaluation of judges’ performance:
• Execution judges- JEP average score for 2 best competitions (all phases*)
• D judges and CJP- TRA Specific Judges Rules average score for 2 best competitions (all phases*)
  * Must include preliminary rounds

Routines Included in Judges’ Performance Analysis (Individual Trampoline only)
• All 8 Individual Finalists
• Top 12 in Semi-Finals (only at World Championships)
• Top 30 in the 1st routine in the Preliminary Round
• Top 30 in the 2nd routine in the Preliminary Round
• All 15 Team Finalists (only at World Championships)

Additional information
There will be 6-8 FIG competitions included in the judges’ performance analysis:
• 2018 World Championships
• 2019 World Championships
• 2019 & 2020 qualifying World Cups

In order to be eligible to judge at Olympic Games:
• Must have judged at least two (2) competitions out of the 6-8 to be considered in this qualification process
• Must have judged the preliminary rounds of at least two (2) competitions

Lausanne January 2020

FIG Secretary General: Nicolas Buompane

FIG TRA TC President: Horst Kunze